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Todd,

Please add the following communication to the special committee meeting regarding 5550
Langstaff.

Regards 
Simone Barbieri
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November 21/2020 


 


Mrs. Hall-McGuire, 


 


Reflecting of your response from November 19/2020 @ 4:46pm. After reading your response to 
my family. My mom was immediately in tears because your responses do not support the harm, 
damages, and violation of our privacy and our lack of ability of having any type of quality of life 
while being subjected to this unpermitted unqualified disaster for longer than anyone should be.  


My father was infuriated because for over the time this remediation has been going on the City 
of Vaughan failed to put the safety of this community first.  


Our home and our quality of life is a prime example of how we were treated and devalued.  


This remediation has caused a heavy financial burden on my parents that all could have been 
prevented if we were communicated with and public documents were made available on the 
public record with a mitigation plan in place to protecting all that was put at risk under Ont/Reg 
153/04 of the Environmental Protection Act that was linked to the Building Code Act through 
policy framework approved by City of Vaughan Mayor and Council of the City of Vaughan.  


My little Sister that is 21 now and for most part of her childhood and all her teenage years was 
subjected to harmful, damaging, stigmatizing environment that took away the ability to live a 
normal childhood. At the age of 19 in 2018 Michaela’s privacy was violated to the worst degree.  


Waking up to proceed to go take a shower to get ready to go to work. As she went to the upstairs 
main hall washroom located on the south portion of our dwelling. She proceeds to take a shower 
to then be violated as Mr. Gentile and the men from Metrics that were allegedly illegally 
stockpiling waste next to our home.  


Frank Suppa clarified that Mr. Gentile did not have municipal permits to stockpile and Andrew 
Pearce Confirming that the Court order and the City letter head from 2017 prohibiting Mr. 
Gentile to haul still stands nothing about the order changes.  


Mr. Gentile and the City of Vaughan were both aware that Mr. Gentile did not have a valid ECA 
to conduct any remedial operations on the site of 5550 Langstaff and therefore the property to the 
west should have not been disturbed until all approvals and certificates need were in place to 
operate accordingly under the Environmental Protection Act. 


 As Michaela proceeded to take a shower turning towards the window the operator had turned off 
the excavator to proceed to watch Michaela get undressed. To then Michaela yelling closing the 
blind in the washroom then started crying immediately. Calling the police and Bylaw to report 
the incident. 







YRP showing up to our house not to addressee the violation of my sisters’ privacy but to hand 
deliver a letter to Michaela from Mr. Michael’s restricting Michaela from entering any public 
facilities for a span of 3 months. 


 If that is not a gross miss use of public office and our court system as well as degrading the 
presence of our YRP officers at the time, I am not sure what is. Let us close this by saying this 
all could have been avoided when Mr. Gentile informed Norm Gravel June 3/2018 that Mr. 
Gentile was going to stockpile the waste next to our house by enforcing bylaws that would have 
protected us from harm damages, and violation of one’s privacy.  


Working diligently is a statement that my family has a hard time comprehending with because 
the City was in a position of knowledge for years that my home and family were identified 
sensitive receptors and that there was no valid ECA to conduct any remedial operations on the 
site and that Mr. Gentile was required to stay a minimum of 205 meters away from all sensitive 
receptors. Yet all that was tossed to the side neglecting your Duty of Care that was owed to us 
and continued to proceed with the unlawful activity of remedial operations. By willfully closing 
an eye to community safety and policy protocol.  


My question to you Mrs. Hall-McGuire is how diligent were you Working? when the developer 
filed a lawsuit against the City of Vaughan and you never terminated your discussions with the 
developer but rather continue moving forward with the business dealings only shutting out the 
community’s voices and refusing to share public information that affected the safety of our 
community and my family and I. Or creating a frivolous and vexatious policy suspending my 
public services for 3 months and calling all my unaddressed email frivolous and vexatious. In my 
opinion that lawsuit was just a power tool to refrain from speaking with the community but 
behind close doors continue to work very closely with the developer at any length knowing he 
did not have the appropriate approvals and tools to work with. 


I am asking you at this current time do not claim that the Mayor, council, or staff have been 
working diligently to resolve all issues with 5550 Langstaff because first there is an omission on 
your part that there were and still are issues and second that is a massive insult to the gross 
negligence against my family and home, our safety, and the ability to try to live a normal private 
life within our home. The scars run deep for the premeditated harm inflicted on my family and 
by you saying the City has been working diligently is a complete insult and devalue to all the 
hardship, harm and damages my family have been adversely affected by.  


 


On November 16/2020 not a single bylaw officer or staff member attended my home or this site 
to see the condition of the fence. As my family was home all day on Monday and there is always 
someone home plus surveillance cameras around my property, I can say for 100% certainty that 
not a single city employee was here regarding the fence. As if someone were being sent out you 
then would have had the common curtesy, I would hope to email me and inform me of such 
which that never happened because all my emails went unaddressed. As well if a Bylaw officer 
attendant the area of where the fence has collapsed, he or she would have needed access to my 
backyard which then he or she would have had to knock on our front door to request access and 







inform us that they were here to see the damage that occurred with the fence. That never 
happened.  


As well with all the calls requesting bylaw to attend the area due to community safety issues 
related to the activity on the site of 5550 Langstaff not one of those calls were addressed. In fact, 
we had to call multiple times per call in the span of 3 or 4 hours requesting an explanation to 
why a bylaw officer have not attended the site. With getting zero explanation and our community 
concerns going unaddressed.  


 


Regards 


Simone Barbieri  


 


 


 


 


 


 






Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22, 2021, at 12:45 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

There is another communication that I kindly ask you to please add to the special committee agenda regarding 5550 Langstaff.



<jan 16x4.pdf>



Regards,
Simone Barbieri 

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22, 2021, at 12:39 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

Please add the following communication to the special committee meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff 



<Jan 24x6.pdf>




Regards 
Simone Barbieri 





Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22, 2021, at 12:26 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

Can you please add the following communication from Jan 22,2021 to the agenda of the special council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.


This will confirm the status of the City of Vaughan knowing about the Current Provincial Officer Orders. 


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 



<jan222021.pdf>


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 4:59 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

Please add this document to the Special Council Meeting.


That will correct the record of Mr. Carella statement that the site was not contaminated.


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 


<image0.jpeg>


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 4:17 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Hello Todd,


Please add this second communication to the special council meeting. 



<letter 04212021x2.pdf>




Regards,
Simone Barbieri 


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 1:26 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:







Todd,




Please place this communications on the City website for the Special Council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff. Please add my communication received today to Special Council meeting as well. 


As well as the 2 Orders from the Ministry of Environment. As well as a copy of the court Order for the hauling as well. 


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 

<letter to council 04202021.pdf>





<20210129132018937.pdf>





<20210106135918091 2.pdf>





<2014 CoV Contaminated Sites Policy Update 2.pdf>





<new doc 2018-03-11 22.04.13_20181130135432.pdf>





<Final Remediation Action Plan.pdf>










https://pub-vaughan.escribemeetings.com/Meeting.aspx?Id=ac33c990-4578-4abc-93e4-518a692b2ce9&Agenda=Addendum&lang=English&Item=14

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 11:33 AM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:







Hello All,


Please see attached communication regarding April20/2021 meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.


Also attached is the 2 Current Ministry Orders that are currently outstanding and have not been complied with by the developer. The first order Amended to the second Director’s order. 


Regards,
Simone 


<letter to council 04202021.pdf>



<20210106135918091 2.pdf>



<20210129132018937.pdf>







Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 20, 2021, at 6:15 PM, Phyllis Barbieri <phyllisbarbieri@hotmail.com> wrote:













Good evening to all:




This email I find disturbing that Councilor Carella is behaving so careless with his constituents well being!!  





I have been struggling since this nightmare began!!  The fact that we are being totally ignored and this is another bad decision!!  





Suzanne Craig Intgrity Commissioner has constantly been made apprised!! of how we have been ignored. Yet she is failing us to.   





I demand that Tony Carella step down. It’s clear due to his age he can’t think clearly. This application is not protecting the City‘s risk.  Don’t forget Gentile is suing, so why are do you doing business with him???





Phyllis



Sent from my iPhone



On Apr 20, 2021, at 2:19 PM, Richard Lorello <rlorello@rogers.com> wrote:













Mr. Coles





Please place this communications on the City website for the Special Council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.





https://pub-vaughan.escribemeetings.com/Meeting.aspx?Id=ac33c990-4578-4abc-93e4-518a692b2ce9&Agenda=Addendum&lang=English&Item=14







Councillor Carella







It is most disturbing that you brought this item forward as an addendum item regarding 5550 Langstaff without any notification to the community that is directly affected. You have an obligation to your constituents to not
 only apprise them any developments but you also have an obligation to allow for public input. Did you even consider meeting with the community
 to advise them of your intentions to proceed with the development at 5550 Langstaff?





This is yet another liberty that you have taken in the midst of a raging pandemic. Your actions in this matter are deplorable. 







I strongly request that your addendum item be retracted until the people affected by this development have been notified of a public meeting to hear their input. 





As you are well aware this development is situated on a recognised Ministry of Environment brown field where hazardous waste has been dumped dating back decades and for years the community has been concerned for their health
 and welfare.





You are aware that the residents of this community have had their lives turned upside down over the last 15 years with a history of poor management on the City's including the transport of dump trucks carrying hazardous material
 through their neighbourhood.





You are aware that the first phase of this development was started without permits or an acknowledged Record or Site Condition by the Ministry of Environment.





You are aware that the residents of this community have been waiting for years for some kind of resolution to this matter.





That said you decided to proceed with none other than an addendum item without any public notification or opportunity for the public for input. The manner in which this development has been managed over the years has also
 been deplorable.





Other members of Council and the Mayor also have an obligation to reject Councillor Carella addendum at the next Special Council Meeting until the proper protocols and public notices have been provided. 





I and others would like to know what your plans are prior to making a motion to Council.





Sincerely

Richard T. Lorello









On Tuesday, April 20, 2021, 11:31:31 a.m. EDT, IRENE FORD <ireneford@rogers.com> wrote:














Hello, 





At this mornings meeting I tuned in late. Councillor Carella brought up a development application 5550 Langstaff Rd. I don't really understand why or how it got to be here or what the motion was fully about. He is pushing to get approval for
 something so the construction on this site can get the green light. It sound like the Mayor is going to schedule a Special Council meeting for this. I think Councillor Carella's intentions are good here and just wants this saga over with, at least that's how
 he's presented this. 





I take issue more with the process as to why and how a development application came up in this meeting. It would seem the issue will now by-pass CofW and go straight to a Special Council meeting as per Vaughan's by-law no once can speak at Council
 meetings so it sounds like whatever just happened circumvented opportunities for residents to give deputations. Councillor Carella is willing to take the heat for this b/c the saga has been going on for so long...





If you are more familiar with the history and have concerns here you may want to reach out to inquire what is happening. I will not be doing anything further with this item. 





Irene





‘Joint
 failure’: 15-year saga over Vaughan dump site development heats up — again — due to waste haulage









		
		
		

		
		














		
		
		

‘Joint failure’: 15-year saga over Vaughan dump site development heats u...



'I lost friends over this ... Some people thought I'm not doing enough,' Coun. Tony Carella said.
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November 21/2020 

 

Mrs. Hall-McGuire, 

 

Reflecting of your response from November 19/2020 @ 4:46pm. After reading your response to 
my family. My mom was immediately in tears because your responses do not support the harm, 
damages, and violation of our privacy and our lack of ability of having any type of quality of life 
while being subjected to this unpermitted unqualified disaster for longer than anyone should be.  

My father was infuriated because for over the time this remediation has been going on the City 
of Vaughan failed to put the safety of this community first.  

Our home and our quality of life is a prime example of how we were treated and devalued.  

This remediation has caused a heavy financial burden on my parents that all could have been 
prevented if we were communicated with and public documents were made available on the 
public record with a mitigation plan in place to protecting all that was put at risk under Ont/Reg 
153/04 of the Environmental Protection Act that was linked to the Building Code Act through 
policy framework approved by City of Vaughan Mayor and Council of the City of Vaughan.  

My little Sister that is 21 now and for most part of her childhood and all her teenage years was 
subjected to harmful, damaging, stigmatizing environment that took away the ability to live a 
normal childhood. At the age of 19 in 2018 Michaela’s privacy was violated to the worst degree.  

Waking up to proceed to go take a shower to get ready to go to work. As she went to the upstairs 
main hall washroom located on the south portion of our dwelling. She proceeds to take a shower 
to then be violated as Mr. Gentile and the men from Metrics that were allegedly illegally 
stockpiling waste next to our home.  

Frank Suppa clarified that Mr. Gentile did not have municipal permits to stockpile and Andrew 
Pearce Confirming that the Court order and the City letter head from 2017 prohibiting Mr. 
Gentile to haul still stands nothing about the order changes.  

Mr. Gentile and the City of Vaughan were both aware that Mr. Gentile did not have a valid ECA 
to conduct any remedial operations on the site of 5550 Langstaff and therefore the property to the 
west should have not been disturbed until all approvals and certificates need were in place to 
operate accordingly under the Environmental Protection Act. 

 As Michaela proceeded to take a shower turning towards the window the operator had turned off 
the excavator to proceed to watch Michaela get undressed. To then Michaela yelling closing the 
blind in the washroom then started crying immediately. Calling the police and Bylaw to report 
the incident. 



YRP showing up to our house not to addressee the violation of my sisters’ privacy but to hand 
deliver a letter to Michaela from Mr. Michael’s restricting Michaela from entering any public 
facilities for a span of 3 months. 

 If that is not a gross miss use of public office and our court system as well as degrading the 
presence of our YRP officers at the time, I am not sure what is. Let us close this by saying this 
all could have been avoided when Mr. Gentile informed Norm Gravel June 3/2018 that Mr. 
Gentile was going to stockpile the waste next to our house by enforcing bylaws that would have 
protected us from harm damages, and violation of one’s privacy.  

Working diligently is a statement that my family has a hard time comprehending with because 
the City was in a position of knowledge for years that my home and family were identified 
sensitive receptors and that there was no valid ECA to conduct any remedial operations on the 
site and that Mr. Gentile was required to stay a minimum of 205 meters away from all sensitive 
receptors. Yet all that was tossed to the side neglecting your Duty of Care that was owed to us 
and continued to proceed with the unlawful activity of remedial operations. By willfully closing 
an eye to community safety and policy protocol.  

My question to you Mrs. Hall-McGuire is how diligent were you Working? when the developer 
filed a lawsuit against the City of Vaughan and you never terminated your discussions with the 
developer but rather continue moving forward with the business dealings only shutting out the 
community’s voices and refusing to share public information that affected the safety of our 
community and my family and I. Or creating a frivolous and vexatious policy suspending my 
public services for 3 months and calling all my unaddressed email frivolous and vexatious. In my 
opinion that lawsuit was just a power tool to refrain from speaking with the community but 
behind close doors continue to work very closely with the developer at any length knowing he 
did not have the appropriate approvals and tools to work with. 

I am asking you at this current time do not claim that the Mayor, council, or staff have been 
working diligently to resolve all issues with 5550 Langstaff because first there is an omission on 
your part that there were and still are issues and second that is a massive insult to the gross 
negligence against my family and home, our safety, and the ability to try to live a normal private 
life within our home. The scars run deep for the premeditated harm inflicted on my family and 
by you saying the City has been working diligently is a complete insult and devalue to all the 
hardship, harm and damages my family have been adversely affected by.  

 

On November 16/2020 not a single bylaw officer or staff member attended my home or this site 
to see the condition of the fence. As my family was home all day on Monday and there is always 
someone home plus surveillance cameras around my property, I can say for 100% certainty that 
not a single city employee was here regarding the fence. As if someone were being sent out you 
then would have had the common curtesy, I would hope to email me and inform me of such 
which that never happened because all my emails went unaddressed. As well if a Bylaw officer 
attendant the area of where the fence has collapsed, he or she would have needed access to my 
backyard which then he or she would have had to knock on our front door to request access and 



inform us that they were here to see the damage that occurred with the fence. That never 
happened.  

As well with all the calls requesting bylaw to attend the area due to community safety issues 
related to the activity on the site of 5550 Langstaff not one of those calls were addressed. In fact, 
we had to call multiple times per call in the span of 3 or 4 hours requesting an explanation to 
why a bylaw officer have not attended the site. With getting zero explanation and our community 
concerns going unaddressed.  

 

Regards 

Simone Barbieri  

 

 

 

 

 

 


